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'1:e a..'s nctnnz. 	 sr. 	tw7 !isys !Jio. :4411 ab is; 
rar. 	on a three-pert series, but he may have said the L.A. Tines ea, I :r.ej 

g:r. indistinct recollection. I have 6-8 hours of him on tape (it surprise.: every-
Get he wnull see me, leave alone permit me to tape.. I gave hit the mike nwit,:% 
:thin,, he wanted could be off the tape/). 

My shiefinterest in Oswald's Beckley room on 11/2k is to see if - it nefdad 
• ins, 1f it had them. Jo you recall? 

jtibelicre besides Ronrie DugFer t/ think I heve a piece he wrote seyin! itj 
T::•eyer k5 o was given the same information, by Xing end others, re:ritie nn ronf. 

Dick, our recent possible discoveries fit in with the pictures rf th-. arrests. 
shn7.11J hwe them imsdistely. If you have but a single set to spare, rut. th,rt 

to .-,--. ac. I can have them to Show Sciembre, 4rhtis-due here about Mnnday, with c. 

.tr.°!' 1 1:P,ITP fi'! then I can rush them to.Yred. I think it is possible we hev' an 
v- :!?r tioture of one of the men end also that re hove one in a picture tecen 

You .rq ri.;-ht about it being weathers. I have know that for acre ttme, en;. 
of these rIctures is also in Gun's book, as I recall..I have Walthers on tette eckr,• ■• 

tIlet 1,:cpite tae instructions to Liebeler, which I Lave to Jim, Liebeler 
not nay him about it. I had a radio newsman phone him and tape an interview. 

zo4 
'Trent just phoned to say he is coning down $undey. Perhaps you can seal th 

pictures_with him and I can then forward them./ 

I hope this is not. too disjointed. It has been five hours since I started. 
There have been many interruptions, including en hour-long broadcast by - h ,ne end 
the discovery of en 'itinerant witness I had to work on. 

On Litton: I now agree with Maggie that, 
regardless of whether or not hetbas psycht 
iatric problems, his actions are those of 
a provecateur,, He waits a year to make a 
"study" base,) upon a double camjecture end-
ing in a wro number and by use of the wrong camera as an illustration, and then, 
for the pur; of motives, sends the New:York Times a copy to tell them 111F uncle-
-endable my work is. At best he 146 a conjecture, and at best a dubious motive when 
one considers dll the work to be done. However, whether you or he or enypne else bel-
ieves it, withitt a frame by femme establishment of the speed of the Z camera, at each  
frame, we can never be absolutely certain of its speed. It is, despite Litton's 
misrepresentation and Thompson even more cheap pontification, capable of variable  
speed. That it was doing that day i. have no way of knowing. All I have ever done is 
q'Uote the FBI reports. The pert that Litton exaggerates out of any rational pro-
portion and takes entirely out of context is but a 14-word addition to WWII, clearly 
stating it was written after the book was completed, quoting Barrett accurately. At 
the time I did my rWriting, no duplicate of the camera was available. kiemember, it is 
I and this writing that forced the camera into government possession-after the book 
was done. Since then I have obtainede duplicate, and I tell you I can make it run x 
at any speed from 18 to 48 fps. Now whet, aside from flap dubious campaign, gave you 
the idea that I ever meat/or:At, Irdo not know. I haven t since WWII came out, and 
that was well over a year ago. Those who hove failed to-accomplish anything, esp-
ecially those who have failed to bove forward and to carry our knowledge forward, 
seek to exercise a mortgage on the past. Whenever I can I seek to spend Mat time I 
have in appearances dealing with new materiel. I do not go back to the old stuff 
unless I am sake d to. I recall no single case in the past year when I have 
raised the question of the speed of the Camera. Thera are other things that the peo-le 
do. not know that I speak of. Litton has just acted as Liebelerts agent in another tatter 
to my knownledad and by his.own: acknowledgement to m,,. 	.1-..,, 

$inser/s17, 

Harold Weisberg 



The University Club 
One West 54th Street 
New York, New York 10019 

January 31, 1968 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 7 
Frederick, Maryland 

Dear Harold: 

This is in response to your last several letters. Gary 

Murr wrote me and he is terrific. Similas did have photos. They are not 

attached to the draft copy for the second Liberty article which you 

published. I phoned Johnson and he told me they weren't. Gary says 

the art editor of Liberty says they were, the last time he saw them. 

This means the FBI probably has them. Any ideas. Two should be 

valuable, numbers B and C in what you published. The editor remembers 

seeing JFK and Connally in the car in one of them and the TSBD in 

the background. 

You recall Similas told me one of his photos showed the 

sixth floor window between the shots with no one in it. The FBI were not 

very smart but they might have been smart enough to know what that 

Similas photo meant. Similas and the Liberty editor are key witnessess. 

I will write to Miss Brunson. I think she is more right 

than wrong, but lack of access to photos throws her off on some points. 

I received your letter to Lifton and I know how strongly you feel about 

the Zapruder camera speed. I must warn you again about what I disco-

vered from analysis of the Weigman and Zapruder films. Zapruder's 

camera averaged 18.3 frames per second. Weigman's camera was governed 

and was running at 24 frames per second (from an interview with him). 

Since his sequence and Zapruder's coincide at two points; where DIG 2 

is rounding corner of Houston & Elm, and where SS1 is going under the 

overpass, and since both sequences were continuous between these two 

points, Zapruder's speed can be computed by Just counting the number of 

frames in the two sequences. 



Mr. Harold Weisberg 	 -2- 	 1/31/1968 

With regard to Hargis vs Haygood, it is definitely 
Haygood. Tink fell into what I call "The Witness Trap". Hargis 
remembers running up the knoll to the overpass but the photos show 
he didn't. They show Haygood did. But it takes Weigman, Couch, 
Bond, Bell, Hughes, Willis and Nix to prove this. Who has all of 
those to work with? 

I have begun a correspondence with Bernebei at your 
suggestion. I explained to him about the girl in blue on her fathers 
shoulders. He may visit me on a trip to New Jersey. 

On credits, I'm going to explain my feelings in my 
next edition of the monograph. 

On the first shot, I am not sure whether it came from high 
on the knoll or low on the curb of Elm, if it came from the front. I have 
eliminated "the little Cuban" standing in front of the man with the umbrella 
as a suspect. That was John Chism and his wife and baby are beside him. 

I wait with great anticipation your new evidence that the 
first shot was fired prior to Z189. Can the new medical evidence be revealed 
yet? Willis 5 was at Z202 so I don't understand your point about his camera 
being down and the time for him to react to the first shot. Certainly his 
camera was at his eye at Z202. It was there earlier as well. He lowered 
it well after that. 

I calculate as follows: First shot fired at Z189 from knoll. 
Distance is 250-300 feet. Sound travelling at 1100 feet per second this 
would be about 1/4 second or 4.5 frames. Reaction time to snap photo at 
hearing sound would be about 1/2 second, or 9 frames. Total delay 13 - 14 
frames. Time of photo, 2202 - 203. 

JFK's arm didn't freeze. It Jerked slightly from 189-190, 
then started falling. I've tied Altgens down as taking seven photos at 
12:30 PM and 18 more from his #2 position at 5 - 5:30 PM. These included 
A.P. 4 and Altgens 4 plus two more of JFK on Main, none of which he re-
membered until I showed him copies from the original negatives. These 
will be in my new edition. 

I've tied down the mysterious guy near Altgens. It was 
Bothun. I should have known this from his photo. I have a possible lead to 
the Babushka lady and several more photos of her including one of her face. 
She lives in Dallas and is 50 - 60 years old. She is probably married to 
someone involved or has been suppressed. 
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I found a Congressman in Dallas who has agreed to 
identigy the congressmen with cameras for me. What information do 
you have on Schiller, Life and Garrison? 

With regard to questions on my 4th edition, I was 
unable to get copies of the Tippitt clipboard on the dashboard or the 
one in the TSBD, sixth floor. They are down in Dallas at WFAA as 
well as at Grinburg Library. The rifle with scope removed turned out 
to be completely innocent. The film has sound and a second look at 
it showed it was an ABC commentator demonstrating a similar rifle 
and scope on the ground in Dealey Plaza later in the afternoon. ABC rushed 
out and bought it. 

The Gene Daniels photo, #349, I have in contact print 
35mm size which is hard to copy. However, that one can be ordered from 
Black Star, New York, Send letter c/o Phyllis Tasch, Black Star, 450 
Park Avenue South, New York, New York. Actually, there are a series of 
these taken by Daniels on Saturday morning November 23. Specify #27A 
through 36A on the roll showing Oswald's room. I'm enclosing one of 
the "paper bag" taken at 3PM, November 22. Lt. Montgomery's watch 
shows the time. 

I'm interested in Ronnie Dugger and others that King 
told about the rifle. Maybe that's the origin of the early NBC reports 
of a British 303 rifle being found in the TSBD. 

The early Alyea footage I just recently found at WFAA in 
Dallas. My trip there was another bonanza as you will learn from edition5. 
I was lucky enought to get five more photos of the three "tramps". 

Item 129 & 130 - It was Walthers picking up an object. 
I thought it was Decker in front of the TSBD, but that turns out to be 
Walthers also. I will track down the tape recodings of that interview and 
also the one with Brennan in the TSBD doorway at 12:42 PM. 

The Kennedy Assassination Committee Forums in New 
York have gone rather well. I hope you will participate in them. 

Kind regards, 

Richard E. Sprague 

RES/mw 
enclosure 


